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On Dec. 10 in Brasilia, Argentine President Raul Alfonsin and Brazilian counterpart Jose Sarney
formally concluded 20 economic integration agreements, ranging from nuclear technology to
capital goods trade. Officials in both nations hope the accords will serve as the keystone to a
regional common market. The ceremony, witnessed by 100 delegates from the two countries, put
the final touch to agreements approved last July in Buenos Aires. Earlier Uruguayan President
Julio Maria Sanguinetti met with Sarney and Alfonsin. His government is the first to join the
Brazilian-Argentine initiative, and will play an active role in the implementation of the agreements
between the two neighboring countries. The accord pertaining to capital goods, considered the
most important in establishing a bilateral "mini common market," eliminate tariffs and non-tariff
trade barriers applied to a common list of 140 product categories, under which 280 specific items are
included.
The list includes a variety of equipment and machinery such as pumps, compressors, agricultural
machinery, tools, food processing equipment, and boats. Another agreement pertains to the
purchase of a total 1.375 million tons of wheat by Brazil from Argentina. Next, the two state oil
companies will cooperate in prospecting activities within both nations. Petrobras and the Argentine
state oil company, Yacimientos Petroliferos Fiscales (YPF), are to invest $230 million in a 350,000 km.
gas pipeline from Argentina's Salta province to Sao Paulo, Brazil's major industrial city. The two
companies will also join forces with the French company Aquitaine in oil exploration in Ecuador,
and with the Peruvian state oil company (Petroperu) in an off-shore drilling project.
In the protocol pertaining to bilateral joint enterprises, a group of specialists is mandated to propose
the legal and administrative structure of such enterprises. In the annexes on financial topics, a
technical inter-banking agreement was formalized, providing for reciprocal financing of up to $200
million in debts accruing in bilateral transactions. Next, a statute on a bilateral investment fund was
created with the objective of priority financing for joint capital goods enterprises.
Additional agreements are summarized below: Steel industry A mechanism was established for the
study of technical cooperation, compabilities and incapabilities of steel foundries and processing
plants. Land transport A mechanism was established toward ensuring equal participation of both
nations' land transport interests and just compensation for the use of transportation infrastructure,
as well as the promotion of railway transport. Military The two nations will cooperate in the
manufacture of fighter planes, and in the study and testing of a radar system for monitoring aircraft
activity. Nuclear energy A broad agreement was reached to jointly develop a breeder reactor. (Basic
data from NOTICIAS ARGENTINAS, 10/12/86; ADYN, 10/12/86; PRENSA LATINA, 12/11/86)
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